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CEO Message
There’s a certain magic to
Hollywood in the mornings. While
we might be known for our nightlife,
every new morning is an opportunity
to revel in the very dawning of a
dream. Perhaps “The Dream.”
I arrive in Hollywood each day with
thousands of my fellow Angelenos
funneling in from their commutes. I
stroll alongside neighborhood locals
as they hustle and bustle about their
morning routines, getting in a coffee
and a run before heading to the
office. As I enter the doors of The
Hollywood Partnership (HP), I am
greeted by the warm smiles of our
staff, preparing for another day of
steadfast work, building community,
and caring for our iconic streets,
sidewalks, and stars. The same
stars that will shine for thousands of
visitors who travel here from around
the world to fulfill their dream. And
still, legions more will descend upon
our neighborhood in the evening to
enjoy all of the culture & recreation
that makes Hollywood famous.
It feels like magic to me because
each individual journey is the very
embodiment of the potential of
our district. So many stories and
successes are waiting to bloom. We
embark on our work here at The HP
in this spirit of unbridled potential.
In Q3, our board of directors
authorized exciting new solutions
to enhance the cleanliness, safety
& experience of life in Hollywood
by housing these efforts under the
umbrella of a single provider to
streamline services and deliver a
better experience for all.

Rick Caruso visits Hollywood to talk to stakeholders. August, 3, 2022

In addition, the board supported
the development of the Hollywood
Partnership Community Dispatch
Center (HPCDC), to open in
January 2023. The HPCDC will be
the central hub for our clean and
safe programs, and stakeholders
will now have access to us 24/7 to
request much-needed community
services.
We also released our Annual
Stakeholder Survey to gather
feedback from the community
about the current state of the
district and to understand their
vision for the future. This vital
information will help to inform our
work moving forward.
There’s quite a bit to look forward
to as we head into Q4.
We are gearing up to tell the
incredible economic story of our
district by highlighting the diverse
collection of future developments
in the pipeline. And we will publicly
launch The Hollywood Partnership
Community Trust. A 501(c)(3) entity
that will serve as the philanthropic
extension of The HP, working to

raise additional revenues for projects
and initiatives within our strategic
plan.
We know you’re still getting to know
us here at The HP, but with your
support, we’ve been able to hit the
ground running. And we’ve only just
begun.
So let’s continue to make magic
together!
Sincerely,
Kathleen Rawson
President & CEO
Kathleen@hollywoodpartnership.com

HP IN FOCUS
Goal 1

Place Management

Following an extensive RFP process, the Public Space Committee and
the board of directors approved awarding place management company
Block By Block (BBB) a new contract to oversee the operation of our
cleaning, safety, and hospitality programs. BBB will streamline these
essential services under one strategic program, and will expand our
operation with the addition of the Hollywood Partnership Community
Dispatch Center). The HPCDC will be our ambassador teams’ central hub
of operation, where dispatchers will take calls for service and deploy staff
as needed. In addition, the new program will provide stakeholders with a
quick and easy way to conveniently contact our ambassador team 24/7
via call or text for non-emergency assistance.

Our hospitality ambassadors not only perform
concierge services to stakeholders, but they
contribute to the cleanliness of our district by
picking up litter. They also report to our Clean
Team anytime there is a need to remove/cover
graffiti, large trash concerns and perform
power washing services on our sidewalks.

The HPCDC will also collaborate with CIRCLE, Urban Alchemy, and
Hollywood 4WRD, a coalition of local service agencies, to actively connect
unhoused and unwell individuals on the street with advocates and the
services they desperately need to move forward.
Over the next month, the HP staff will finalize deployment schedules and
marketing materials to share with our broad group of stakeholders, so the
community will know how to reach us when they need us. The HPCDC and
our new ambassador program will launch in early January 2023.

Goal 2
Place Enhancement

Before and After photos of tree trimming work
on Sunset Blvd. between Cahuenga and Wilcox.

We don’t tend to rest on our laurels at the HP. We know the value of
getting back to basics to ensure we have a clean and safe district to
build upon in the future. That being said, Tree Trimming and Curb Cuts
were the name of the game for Place Enhancement in Q3.
Tree trimming removes damaged or diseased branches that can
contaminate neighboring trees and prevents damaged limbs from
falling on our sidewalks and streets. To date, the HP and the City of Los
Angeles have trimmed 530 trees from 8 different species around the
district. The project is 85% complete and will conclude on October 25.
Additionally, 60 Ficus Trees and 55 Jacaranda Trees, primarily along
Hollywood Blvd. and Vine St., will be trimmed in early November to
increase the visibility of the Hollywood Blvd. lights and to prepare for
the installation of seasonal holiday decor.
In September, the HP worked with the City’s Department of
Transportation to paint a series of incredibly faded curb cuts along
Hollywood Blvd. Painted curb cuts are not only visibly appealing but
also vital in creating complete and safe streets. HP staff will continue
this work in 2023 to update additional roads and curb types around the
district.

Fresh red paint covers curb cuts on
Hollywood Blvd. between Cosmo and Wilcox.

HP IN FOCUS
Goal 3

Stakeholder Engagement

The HP released our Annual Stakeholder Survey on September 7 to collect feedback from our broad group
of stakeholder and better understand their wants and needs. We received 443 completed surveys following
our 30-day campaign. Of those that responded, 70% identified as residents, 57%, were between the ages
of 25-44, and gender distribution was roughly equal, skewing slightly male at 52%. Results paint the picture
of a vibrant, diverse Hollywood, with 38% of respondents identifying as non-white and roughly a quarter of
respondents identifying as part of the LGBTQ+ community. Security and Cleanliness were definitively top
priorities. In addition, respondents most often mentioned a desire to see an increased police presence in
Hollywood with officers patrolling the streets on foot, as well as more significant investment in mental health,
homeless outreach, and drug treatment intervention.
In Q3, The HP launched a Candidate Forum Series where Hollywood stakeholders could ask questions and
get to know individuals running for important seats in the November election. All candidates for major office
were invited. Those that accepted our invitation included mayoral candidate Rick Caruso on August 3, and
both candidates for County Supervisor in District 4, Lindsay Horvath and Bob Hertzberg, in September. On
November 3, City Attorney Mike Feuer will join us to speak with stakeholders about how our community can
advocate for legislation and utilize laws and policies to create a cleaner and safer public realm.

Goal 4
Advocacy & Economic Development

Hollywood is currently a hot spot for real estate investment and
development, with 85 projects in the pipeline in and around the
Hollywood Entertainment District (HED). The future is bright, and
The HP endeavors to tell this story broadly to attract residents and
businesses, and to advocate for the services, policies, and funding
we need to adequately take care of the urban environment around
private properties.
To start, we continue to share our Quarterly Market Reports to
illustrate the state of our neighborhood based on housing, hotel,
office, and retail data. Additionally, our team is working on a virtual
economic development tour that will allow interested parties to travel
through the district digitally to see a few of the projects in the works.
Finally, the Goal 4 Committee has engaged Mike Berne from MJB
Consulting to study existing ground floor uses in the HED and its
various sub-districts, with a particular focus on Hollywood Blvd.
This study offers a third-party, expert perspective that will help
us establish a baseline for studying the evolution of the district
moving forward, including site visit observations, data collection,
focus groups, and interviews. After assessing the district’s current
performance and potential, the second phase of the study will entail
developing recommendations for the HP’s role in programs and
policies to improve market conditions.

The HP released our Q2 Market Report
in August 2022.
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